3M™ Repulpable Splicing System

Full adhesive coverage and smooth, thin splices

3M 50mm width tape

NEW ROLL

Leading edge of new roll

3M™ Repulpable Splicing System

Permanent adhesive on tabbing side

Clean release side for splice with no exposed adhesive

End of expiring roll

Thin, printable surface remains on new roll after splice.

Competitive 50mm width tape

NEW ROLL

Leading edge of new roll

Competitor

Permanent adhesive on tabbing side

End of expiring roll

Exposed fibers can cause contamination on cylinders and blankets.

3M Advantages (printed on sample)

450% more area covered with adhesive using 3M 50mm tape versus competition.

310% more area covered with adhesive using 3M 37.5 mm tape.

Fiber-free

No debris or contaminates from splicing mechanism to cause defects, clean-up, or downtime.

38%* thinner with 3M 2.2-mil product versus competitive 3.5 mils.

Printable/coatable release backing for more saleable copies and less paper waste. You're looking at the print quality.

* Thinner is better

Thick splices may impress an area on the blanket where ink is not transferred from the plate cylinder to the web until the impression works itself out after several revolutions.

www.3M.com/industrialtapes
Faster registration

Customers using 3M™ Repulpable Splicing Systems report reaching proper registration more quickly, increasing productivity, and reducing waste.

Flat, secure splices in humidity, heat, and cold

• Proprietary adhesive meets all of your splicing demands consistently and reliably
• Full width adhesive coverage holds tape securely flat to prevent splice buckling and failure even if the paper swells from humidity
• Full width adhesive grabs and holds cold rolls
• Full width adhesive holds the splice and separates cleanly at up to 400°F (200°C) operating temperature

Applications success with 3M Paper & Print solutions and service

For decades, 3M products have been at work in paper mills and printing plants helping to improve the quality of the work that goes out and the efficiency of how it gets done. From web splicing to plate mounting and packaging the finished job, you can rely on 3M for solutions and service throughout an operation. Most 3M Paper & Print products are made proudly in the U.S.A.

Product Use: Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a 3M product in a particular application. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and performance of a 3M product, user is solely responsible for evaluating the 3M product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application. Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer: Unless an additional warranty is specifically stated on the applicable 3M product packaging or product literature, 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the 3M product does not conform to this warranty, then the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price. Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.